The Automotive Parts Group distributes automotive replacement parts, accessories and service items throughout the U.S., Canada, Mexico, France, the U.K., Germany, Poland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Australia and New Zealand.

- In North America, more than 560,000 parts are sold primarily under the NAPA brand name, widely recognized for quality parts, quality service and knowledgeable people.
- In Europe, the Company is rolling out the NAPA brand of quality products and serves each country under a variety of banners:
  - France - GROUPAUTO France, Precisium Group, Partner’s, GEF Auto
  - U.K. - GROUPAUTO UK & Ireland, UAN
  - Germany - Alliance Automotive Group Germany, Hennig Fahrzeugteile
  - The Netherlands & Belgium - Alliance Automotive Group Benelux
  - Poland - GROUPAUTO Polska
- The Company’s GPC Asia Pacific business serves the Australasian markets primarily under the Repco and NAPA brand names.

Our global automotive network serves approximately 5,900 NAPA AUTO PARTS stores in the U.S., 700 wholesalers in Canada, 13 stores in Mexico, approximately 2,400 automotive stores and outlets in Europe and 540 automotive locations in Australia and New Zealand. These stores sell to both the Retail (DIY) and Commercial (DIFM) automotive aftermarket customer and cover substantially all domestic and foreign motor vehicle models.

The Industrial Parts Group is represented by Motion Industries in North America and Mi Asia Pac in Australasia (rebranded from Inenco). The Industrial Parts Group offers access to more than 10 million industrial replacement parts and related supplies and serves over 170,000 MRO (maintenance, repair and operations) and OEM (original equipment manufacturer) customers in all types of industries across North America and Australasia. These include the food and beverage, forest products, primary metals, pulp and paper, mining, automotive, oil and gas, petrochemical and pharmaceutical industries, as well as strategically targeted specialty industries such as power generation, alternative energy, government, transportation, ports, and others.

### NAPA

**Headquarters:** Atlanta, GA  
**Website:** napaonline.com

**US:**  
- 52 NAPA Distribution Centers  
- 5,862 NAPA AUTO PARTS stores (1,191 company-owned)  
- 22 TRACTION Heavy Duty Parts stores (all company-owned)

**Canada:**  
- 14 Distribution Centers  
- 695 NAPA and Heavy Vehicle stores (198 company-owned)  
- 24 Import Parts Facilities

**Mexico:**  
- 13 NAPA Mexico stores

### Alliance Automotive Group

**Headquarters:** London, England  
**Website:** allianceautomotivegroup.eu

**France:**  
- 17 Distribution Centers  
- 1,083 Stores (253 company-owned)

**UK:**  
- 34 Distribution Centers  
- 818 Stores (220 company-owned)

**Germany:**  
- 11 Distribution Centers  
- 59 Stores (59 company-owned)

**The Netherlands & Belgium:**  
- 7 Distribution Centers  
- 215 Stores (153 company-owned)

**Poland:**  
- 210 Stores

### GPC

**Headquarters:** Melbourne, Australia  
**Website:** repcocom.au

**Australasia:**  
- 12 Distribution Centers  
- 421 AUTO PARTS Stores and Branches in Aus  
- 115 AUTO PARTS Stores and Branches in NZ

### Motion Industries

**Headquarters:** Birmingham, AL  
**Website:** motionindustries.com

**U.S., Canada & Mexico:**  
- 16 Distribution Centers  
- 472 Branches  
- 51 Service Center

**Australia, New Zealand, Indonesia & Singapore:**  
- 8 Distribution Centers  
- 170 Branches

### MAJOR PRODUCTS

- Automotive Replacement Parts
- Farm and Marine Supplies
- Heavy Duty Parts
- Paint and Refinishing Supplies
- Tools and Equipment
- Automotive Accessories

### SERVICE Capabilities

- 24/7/365 Product Delivery
- Repair and Fabrication
- Quality Processes (ISO)
- Technical Expertise
- Asset Repair Tracking
- Application and Design
- Inventory Management & Logistics
- Training Programs
- E-business Technologies
- Storeroom & Replenishment Tracking
- Asset Repair Tracking
- Application and Design

### MAJOR PRODUCTS

- Bearings
- Mechanical & Electrical Power Transmission Products
- Electrical & Industrial Automation
- Hydraulic and Industrial Hose
- Hydraulic and Pneumatic Components
- Industrial and Safety Supplies
- Material Handling Products
- Seals & Pumps